Postdoctoral platform has prepared a new series of podcasts for you, in which you will learn a lot of information useful for both postdocs, doctoral students and anyone interested in postdocs.
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DR. JULIANA CRESPO LOPES

LIVING IN PRAGUE IS AN EXPERIENCE THAT EVERYBODY SHOULD HAVE.

POST DOCTORAL HUB
VIDEO - Obligatory Levies in Your Salary at Charles University / Povinné odvody ve vašem platu na Univerzitě Karlově

VIDEO - Interview with Juliana Crespo Lopes, Ph.D.

Postdoctoral Hub

Starting academics, researchers and postdocs are vitally important for every research university. They are at the beginning of their research and academic careers and thus create an innovative environment of the university. Later on they can establish themselves as key academics or researchers. This platform should be the signpost and a place to meet and share ideas for all post-docs at Charles University  

Definition of a postdoc at Charles University

Follow the Postdoctoral Hub on social media

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter